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Cerebruh aims to make
the act of knowing as
simple as possible. 
In the twenty-first
century, forgetting
should not be the
reason you don't know
something:
That's why, with
Cerebruh, you can
access all the
information on
Wikipedia and the
UrbanDictionary with
the flick of a finger.
Yes, it's truly as
simple as that. You
highlight the word you
don't know about, press
F2 or F9, or just about
any combination of your
choice, and a succint
summary of your word
will pop up.

:THE IDEAL
Cerebruh uses a number of
different libraries, ranging
from those that manipulate
the GUI of Windows
(pyautogui) to those that
help in substituting general
expressions from strings (re,
regularexpression), to those
that actually scrape data off
of Wikipedia and
UrbanDictionary.
Detailed analyses of each are
in the pages that follow.

:OVERVIEW

Here's a list of all defined
functions.

:METHODS

:THE IDEAL:OVERVIEW:METHODS

getLink()

getSummary() summarizeUD()

popUpWindow()

copyHighlight()



copyHighlight() uses the copy function from the pyperclip

library, the hotkey  and click functions from the pyautogui

library, and the sleep funcion from the time library.

It copies what is highlighted and returns a string that

contains the highlighted word(s).

copyHighlight()

getLink()

popUpWindow()

popUpWindow() uses recursion and TKinter to shift through wiki

paragraphs

getLink() uses the BeautifulSoup4, or bs4 library to webscrape

Wikipedia Search for the closest link to the argument passed into it.

This was initially made to scrape Google. However, after I wrote the

code, Google blocked my code since it was a bot. Apparently, Google

bot-checks IP addresses when there are more than 8 requests or so per

minute.



getSummary() is at the soul of this project. It uses the bs4

library as well as the regularexpressions library to form a

summary of the text. A detailed explanation of the function

is in the comments of the code.

summarizeUD() is how cerebruh summarizes the UrbanDictionary.

It uses a wide spectrum of bs4 functions to arrive at a

summary of the argument passed into it.

getSummary()

summarizeUD()



Note: At STEP 2,    can be pressed for the
UrbanDictionary version

step 3 Sometimes, you might have to
press OK to load the paragraph.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

step 1 highlight what you want to know.

step 2 Press the     key for Wikipedia.

step 4 Read.

F2

F9

F2+fn

for some laptops,
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WIKIPEDIA AND URBANDICTIONARY are community
driven online information repositories. All
information delivered from this program is
sourced to their respective sources. Links are
provided in the terminal whenever invoked.


